The Haunted Hospital
Alvaro S. & Omar R. – 5th Grade
Mike, Jeremy, and Francis were at school in the library reading a really interesting book of an
abandoned, haunted hospital. They were really interested and shocked at the same time, but Jeremey
found a map. “Hey guys come I found a map on the book.” Mike asked “What is the location on the
map” Jeremy said “It’s at insocial street at a hospital”. “That’s strange”, said Mike. They were shocked,
Francis said, “Don’t yalll think it’s a map for the book that we read?” “But there was a number on it,”
said Jeremy. “What is the number?” said Mike. “It’s 832819,” said Jeremy. So they got home from school
and told their parents. Mike said if he could hang out with his friends. “Sure,” said Mike’s mom. “Thank
you Mom.” “Better be back at 10:00pm.” “Ok.” Mike called his friends that they’re going to the hospital.
Mike packed up and got on his bike, his backpack with furniture, so mike rode to Francis and Jeremy’s
house. Mike arrived to Jeremy’s house and rang the doorbell. “Hey Jeremy we have to talk about the
hospital.” “About what?” said Jeremy. “The hospital, remember?” said Mike. “Oh yeah,” said Jeremy.
“Alright, let’s go!” so they got on their bikes and talked about it. Ring. “hey” Francis said to Mike and
Jeremy. When you going to the hospital. I know you told me. Ok are you packed up? Yes. “Ok come on
let’s go.” They got out of Francis house and arrived to the hospital. “Spooky” said Jeremy. They got in
and see that there is spider webs, walls broke, and also windows, so they all came out except for
Jeremy. “Where is Jeremy?” says Mike. “Boo!” screams Jeremy. “You crept the living life out of me!”
Then they see lights coming out the door in the front hallway. They were creept. They check in the room
at the time – 3, 2, 1. “Ahh!” they screamed. “Oh, hi!” says the stranger, Joe. They were confused. It was
one of their classmates. “What a waste of time,” they say. Beep, beep, beep, oh no! says Mike. “It’s
about to be 10:00pm!” They all rush out of the hospital and get on their bikes. “5 more minutes” says
Mike. They start riding faster. “10 seconds!” they get off their bikes. “Right on time for dinner!” says
Mike.
The End

